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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff878091%28v=sql.110%2
9.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.

Which action will solve the error state of this interface when
connecting a host behind a Cisco IP phone?
A. Enable errdisable recovery for security violation errors
B. Configure multidomain authentication on this interface
C. Enable port security on this interface
D. Configure dot1x-port control auto on this interface
Answer: B
Explanation:
In single-host mode, a security violation is triggered when
more than one device are detected on the data vlan. In
multidomain authentication mode, a security violation is
triggered when more than one device are detected on the data or
voice VLAN. Here we see that single host mode is being used,
not multidomain mode.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst4500/
122/50sg/configuration/guide/Wrapper-46SG/dot1x.html#wp1309041

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
All switches have default bridge priorities, and originate
BPDUs with MAC addresses as indicated. The numbers shown are
STP link metrics. Which two ports are in blocking state after
STP converges? (Choose two.)
A. the port on switch SWF that connects to switch SWG
B. the port on switch SWD that connects to switch SWC
C. the port on switch SWD that connects to switch SWE
D. the port on switch SWB that connects to switch SWD
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
This is a scenario that wants you to demonstrate understanding
of the Root switch and Root port election process. So, it's
best to start with where the root switch will be and work down
from there. It's setup nicely because the lowest
MAC address switch starts at the top and then the lower
priority/higher mac addresses move down the architecture.
SWA wins the root election and of course all ports in SWA are
forwarding. SWB introduces the possibility for a switching loop
so it's important to understand which ports will be put into
the blocking state. Since SWD is a higher
MAC address it will end up with a blocked port connected to SWB
to prevent a loop: and this is one of the correct answers. To
prevent the possibility of another potential switching loop,
SWD again ends up with the higher MAC address so blocking the
link between D and C prevents a B/C/D switching loop.
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